Community Rainbow Project

Let's create! In trying times, we want to take a moment to think of the future we want to build. We want a colorful future with strong communities and an emphasis on sharing. Create a rainbow for your window and share using the #communityrainbowproject hashtag. Try starting with this pom-pom rainbow idea!

How-to video
https://youtu.be/3S2vUIWlQxM

Materials:
- Yarn
- Scissors
- Fork

Steps:
1. Pick your colors!
2. Cut a 3-4 inch length of yarn and place in between the middle tine of the fork so the yarn hangs down the handle. Make sure it doesn’t get wrapped with the rest of the yarn.
3. Wrap one color of yarn around the base fork (not the handle) and keep wrapping the yarn in layers around the base so it’s fairly thick and goes halfway up the fork.
4. Wrap your next color around the fork the rest of the way up.
5. Tie the hanging yarn you first thread through the middle of the fork up and around everything you’ve wrapped. Tie really tight!
6. Slide everything off the fork.
7. You’ll now have a yarn “butterfly”, tied together in the middle with yarn, with loops as the wings.
8. Using scissors, cut through the loops on each side.
9. Use scissors to trim and shape your pom.
10. Fluff with fingers!